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Outfit summary
An outfit assembled according to the examples seen in the Tacuinum Sanitatis1 manuscripts of
the late 14th-century. Specifically looking at two images of dagged wide sleeved over gowns
with wide necklines and under gowns with mitten cuffs. The garment components consist of a
cipriana (over gown), vestito (under gown), and camicia (shift).

Image 1 - Tacuinum sanitatis, Bibliothèque
nationale de France, Département des Manuscrits,
Division occidentale, Nouvelle acquisition latine
1673, fol. 84, Récolte des lis (harvesting lilies),
circa 1390-1400

Image 2 - Tacuinum sanitatis, ÖNB collection of
manuscripts and ancient prints, Northern Italy (Verona?),
end of the 14th century 1380-1399, Cod. Ser. n. 2644 Han,
Scan 18, Collecting Pomegranates
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For the purposes of this paper Tacuinum Sanitatis refers to several heavily illustrated 14th century texts produced
in Italy. Please see bibliography for complete list.
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Silhouettes & Design Aesthetics
While wide necked gowns are not the only silhouette seen in late 14th century Italian
imagery, they are quite common and were common enough in everyday wear to elicit the
commentary of moralists.2 Another defining style includes angel-wing style sleeves, which are
often shown lined in a contrasting fabric and are sometimes shown with dagging. Of the five
images, two on the previous page and the three on this page, two garments (images 2 & 5) appear
to have a lining on the sleeve, and one appears to have a lining on the body of the garment
(image 4). These exaggerated styles are more common in the late 14th and early 15th centuries
and share similarities with styles seen in other parts of Western Europe.
Other defining silhouettes, for late 14th century Northern Italy, include a slimmer hip line
and less pronounced abdomen than what is seen in other parts of Western Europe. In many
images the overgowns are shown with hems that trail on the ground, not only with a train, but
also on the front hem of the gown, this could be a way to show status since one is not going to
lifting and carrying when their gown trails on the ground. The manuscripts I have been
referencing do show some women not of the upper classes as well and those women are often
wearing gowns that appear to have a bottom hem that is a couple inches above the floor.

Image 3 - Tacuinum Sanitatis.
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek,
COD.ser.nov.2644. folio 31v. C.
1380-1400

Image 4 - St. Ursula and
companions. Bilbliothèque
Nationale, Paris, MS lat. 577 folio
380; c.1380

Image 5 - Tacuinum Sanitatis.
Biblioteque nationale de France,
Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673,
fol. 96v. C. 1390-1400
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J. De Mussis, Chronicon Placentinorum in L.A. Muratori, Antiquitates Italicae, t. II, Diss. XXIII, col. 319 B. circ,
1388.
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Image 6 - Frescos showing the seasons in
Castello Buonconsiglio, Trento, Italy. 14001410, January.

Image 7 - Duc De Berry Heures, August, circa. 1400-1415.
Showing the more pronounced abdomen and wider hip line seen
in French and English images.

Garment Layers and Construction
Camicia
There are two linen camicia with this gown: the first where I tested my new pattern that I
developed based on my undergown pattern, that is machine assembled and hand finished and a
second that is hand assembled and finished using fine linen sewing thread that I waxed with
beeswax.3 The join seams are running stitch and the seams are finished using flat felling.4
Because the weave of this linen is fairly open making sure that the stitches matched the weave
was important. The pattern for this camicia fits more closely than some of my others because of
how tightly I made the vestito sleeves. Typically I make the sleeves on a camicia wide enough to
roll up my arms, and while that works great with my working class clothing, it did not work as
well for an upper class, tighter fitting gown.
Images of women wearing only a camica are limited in medieval imagery and images of
women in bed are mostly either naked or fully clothed, but a very few exist of women wearing
only their camica, and it is those images that I have used in determining the patterning for this
garment. The first two images below definitely show women in their camicas, but the third
image could be either a camica or a looser fitting gown. One thing that all of these images show
is a sleeve that is tight to the arm and a rounded armscye. This indicates to me that a shaped
armscye with a comfortably tight sleeve is completely appropriate. The experience of wearing a
more fitted camica has shown me that there is a definite improvement in comfort since I do not
have extra material bulk binding up inside of the shoulder and sleeves. One thing to remember in

3

Crowfoot, Elisabeth Grace, Frances Pritchard, and Kay Staniland. 2001. Textiles and clothing, c. 1150-1450.
Woodbridge: The Boydell Press. p. 151-152.
4
Crowfoot. p. 156-157. For more information on seam finishes see Appendix.
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creating a pattern for a more closely fit camica is that the neckline cannot be too tight or it will
cut into the tops of the breasts when the supportive gown is laced up.

Giusto de Menabuoi, Natività del Battista
Padova Battistero del Duom, c. 1330-1390

Dionysius I humiliates the women of
Locri, De casibus BNF Fr 226, folio
98v

Offiziolo of Gian Galeazzo Visconti,
Florence Central National Library, detail
of The Birth of the Virgin Mary by
Giovannino de Grassi. c. 1370-1400,
Tuscany, Italy.

While linen was the most popular choice for underclothes, especially amongst the upper
classes, there is evidence for coarse cotton and cotton/linen fabrics for cheap underclothes.5 The
Tacuinum Sanitatis recommends linen cloth next to the skin with wool fabric over it to keep one
warm and dry. Because this a more upper class garment fine linen was chosen for the camica as
the available evidence6 suggests that that is the more appropriate fabric.

5

Mazzaoui, Maureen Fennell. 1981. The Italian cotton industry in the later Middle Ages, 1100-1600. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
6
Ibid.
Tacuinum Sanitatis. Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, COD.ser.nov.2644. Slide 214. c. 1380-1400.
Tacuinum Sanitatis. Biblioteque nationale de France, Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol. 94v. c. 1390-1400.
Tacuinum Sanitatis. Biblioteca Casanatense, Ms. 4182. c. 1390-1410.
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Image 8 - Tacuinum Sanitatis.
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek,
COD.ser.nov.2644. Slide 214. c. 13801400.

Image 9 - Tacuinum Sanitatis.
Biblioteque nationale de France,
Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol.
94v. c. 1390-1400

Image 10 - Tacuinum Sanitatis. Biblioteca
Casanatense, Ms. 4182. c. 1390-1410.

Linen Clothing (Vestis Linea)
Nature: Cold and dry in the second degree. | Optimum: The light, splendid, beautiful kind.
Usefulness: It moderates the heat the body. | Dangers: It presses down on the skin and blocks transpiration.
Neutralization of the Dangers: By mixing it with silk. | Effects: It dries up ulcerations. It is primarily good for hot temperaments, for
the young, in Summer, and in the Southern regions.
Translation provided by: http://www.godecookery.com/tacuin/tacuin47.htm

Gown fabrics
The over and under gowns, cipriana and vestito, would have most commonly been made
from wool, although some imagery indicates that damask silks were used for clothing and the
silk trade was large enough that silk over gowns were probably common.7 I prefer thin fine
wools for my own use because they breathe better than silk and are typically much less
expensive in addition to conforming to the curves of the body when fitted tightly.
In the Tacuinum Sanitatis manuscripts the pages for wool clothing they are more likely
talking about clothing made from woolen cloth rather than worsted cloth, as it describes the
clothing as keeping the body warm. Also, I love that the description provides evidence for
woolen cloth from Flanders, where the best woolens were made from wool imported from
England, being sold in Northern Italy!8

7

Tognetti, Sergio. 2005. "The development of the Florentine silk industry: a positive response to the crisis of the
fourteenth century". Journal of Medieval History. 31 (1): 55-69.
8
“Bruges and the Abortive Staple in English Cloth” In Textiles, Towns, and Trade, edited by John H. Munro, 11371159. Hampshire: Variorum, 1994.
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Image 11 - Tacuinum Sanitatis.
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek,
COD.ser.nov.2644. Slide 213.

Image 12 - Tacuinum Sanitatis.
Biblioteque nationale de France,
Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673,
fol. 94.

Image 13 - Tacuinum Sanitatis. Biblioteca
Casanatense, Ms. 4182.

Woolen Clothing (Vestis Lanea) - Nature: Warm and dry. | Optimum: The thin kind from Flanders.
Usefulness: It protects the body from cold and holds warmth.
Dangers: It causes skin irritation. | Neutralization of the Dangers: With thin linen clothing.
Translation provided by: http://www.godecookery.com/tacuin/tacuin46.htm

“Industrial Transformations in the North-west European Textile Trade, c. 1290 - c. 1340: Economic Progress or
Economic Crisis?” In Textiles, Towns, and Trade, edited by John H. Munro, 110-148. Hampshire: Variorum, 1994.
Wool, Cloth, and Gold: The Struggle for Bullion in Anglo-Burgundian Trade. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1972.
“Wool-Price Schedules and the Qualities of English Wools in the Later Middle Ages c. 1270-1499.” In Textiles,
Towns, and Trade, edited by John H. Munro, 118-169. Hampshire: Variorum, 1994.
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Tacuinum Sanitatis. Osterreichische
Nationalbibliothek, COD.ser.nov.2644.
Slide 215

Tacuinum Sanitatis. Biblioteque
nationale de France, Nouvelle
acquisition latine 1673, fol. 95.

Tacuinum Sanitatis. Biblioteca Casanatense,
Ms. 4182.

Silk Clothing

Vestito
The vestito was most likely a front laced supportive gown layer that could fit narrow to
the arms or have a “bag” sleeve. Images show garments both with and without buttons along the
length of the sleeves and mitten cuffs appear to be more common on vestitos worn under a wide
sleeve gown, whereas the vestitos worn under straight sleeve gowns often appear to end at or
before the wrist, of course there are always exceptions, like the images below. I am a fan of
mitten sleeves because they can be folded down to keep your hands warm or folded back to stay
out of the way. Some images suggest that the sleeve cuffs could have been lined as well, based
on the contrasting fabric seen when the cuffs are folded back, see images below.

7

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol. 4, Récolte des prunes

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol. 31,
Récolte du persil

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol. 3v, Récolte des pêches

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol.
52v, Flore : millet

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673, fol. 79,
Marchand de poisson salé

This vestito is made from a lightweight twill weave wool using a pattern draped to my
body that a friend helped me fit several years ago. I did tight hinged sleeves, with a seam above
the elbow, because I wanted to show off some buttons, reproduced from a 14th century design in

8

pewter, that I had purchased on the sleeves.9 While there are not many images that show buttons
on sleeves, those that do often show the buttons covering much of the length of the arm, as in the
images below. The image on the right also shows one of the rare instances in Italian art where a
woman’s garment has buttons on both the sleeve and the front of the garment.

Giottino Pieta di San Remigio, by Uffizien Florenz, c. 1360-65

Sant Antonio Padua Chapel of the Blessed Luca Belludi,
Giusto de Menabuoi, c. 1382

The buttonholes are sewn with a silk buttonhole thread using the squared buttonhole
stitch common to 14th century clothing as in the images below. In the case of the sleeve
fragment from the Museum of London (MoL), the buttonhole stitches are sparser that what is
expected from a modern perspective, but when compared to Charles de Blois pourpoint
buttonholes are created with a larger thread and closer stitches. A consideration with these two
garments is that the Charles de Blois pourpoint was made for the King of France out of silk and
the sleeve fragment from the MoL is a piece of mid-quality worsted wool. The effigy on the right
also indicates squared buttonholes if you zoom in on the picture, the effigy buttonholes almost
looks like welted buttonholes, but since the earliest examples of extant welted buttonholes date
to the early 18th century, that is very unlikely, and it is more likely that they are trying to
indicate a buttonhole like those on the Charles de Blois garment.

9

Billy and Charlie’s Finest Quality Pewter Goods.
https://www.facebook.com/BillyAndCharlie/photos/a.10151872688724735.1073741843.88018184734/1015187268
9544735/?type=3&theater
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Sleeve fragment, Item No. BC72[250],
Museum of London, c. 14th-century

Saint Charles de Blois Pourpoint,
Musee des Tissues, c. 1360

Quilted Jupon, Tomb of Aymon de Sarraz, in
La Sarraz, Switzerland. c.1369

An interesting point of note when examining the buttonholes on the extant garments is
that there are not any bar tacks at the ends of the buttonholes.10 While it would be tempting to
say that a garment would not hold up without the bar tacks it is important to make sure we are
not examining the buttonholes through a modern perspective where we expect buttons to be
under a lot of tension (i.e. jeans, etc.). This garment is quite snug, but it is still body skimming
rather than tight in the sleeves and I have not experienced any issues with the edges of the
buttonholes. I have definitely learned over the years of making medieval clothing that one can
achieve a much smoother and more accurate silhouette if the garments are body skimming, rather
than tight. If the garment is so tight that there is fraying or tearing at the buttonholes it is
probably too tight in that area for buttonholes. Additionally, the use of either silk or linen tape11
to face the back of the fabric where the buttonholes are placed helps to reinforce the buttonhole
and the fabric of the garment. In this case I used linen tape which is a little stiffer than silk. I
have not noticed a difference in the longevity of silk backing versus linen tape backing on
buttonholes, both hold up well.

10
11

Crowfoot. P. 159-165.
Crowfoot. P. 159-165.
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The vestito has center front lacing to provide bust support, I have found that a curved
center front seam and front spiral lacing is the best way to achieve the round lifted bust line seen
in the later 14th century Italian images. While I have not seen any images from Northern Italy
showing front lacing, or the front of an undergown, there are many images of women wearing
front laced gowns from England in the same time period as well as a few images of side lacing
on overgowns from Northern Italy. The eyelets are sewn with the same silk sewing thread as the
rest of the garment and spaced for spiral lacing.12 I made the lacing for the gown from a four
loop finger-loop braid using thick filament silk thread, which I learned from Cindy Myers
(Mistress Emmelyne de Marksbury) many years ago.13

12

Crowfoot. p. 156-157.
Myers, Cindy. Silkewerk - Fingerloop Braids. January 1, 2018. Accessed May 23, 2018.
http://www.silkewerk.com/braids/index.html.
13
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I like using the hinged sleeve shape because I can make the sleeve much snugger to the
arm and still comfortably bend my elbow, and since I cannot bear pressure on my joints this is
very important to me in helping to achieve a period correct look. This sleeve shape is more
commonly seen on arming garments, such as the Charles de Blois pourpoint, and while I have
seen this sleeve shape on young men’s clothing outside of images of martial areas, I have not
identified this sleeve shape in any of the imagery for women’s clothing. All seams are sewn
using silk thread, with a running stitch for the join seams and flat-felling using a blind hemming
stitch for the seam finish.14 I chose silk thread because I can get much finer silk threads than
wool or linen threads, and because there are references to the purchase of silk threads with fabric
for clothing in many upper class wardrobe accounts.15
Since making the pattern my weight has fluctuated a few times, and since making the
dress I have lost about 12lbs. While I have found that the fitted dresses will typically work fine
with some weight fluctuation, the most recent weight loss meant that the dress did not fit tightly
enough under my bust line. It fit well at the waist and hips, but did not provide as much support
at the ribcage to create the rounded high bust as seen in the imagery. Weight fluctuation is
14

Crowfoot. p. 151-152 & 156-157.
Crowfoot. p. 151
Register of Edward, The Black Prince Preserved in the Public Record Office, Prepared under the superintendence of
the deputy keeper of the records. Part IV (England) A.D. 1351-1365. Published by authority of his majesty’s
principal secretary of state for the home department, (London: His majesty’s stationery office, 1933).
Accounts of The Chamberlains and other Officers of The County of Chester, 1301 – 1360, (From the Original Rolls
preserved in the Public Record Office, London) The Record Society for the Publication of Original Documents
Relating to Lancashire and Cheshire, Volume 59, Edited with an Introduction by Ronald Stewart-Brown, M.A.,
Honorary Secretary of the Society, Printed for The Record Society, (1910).
Accounts of the Obedientiars of Abingdon Abbey, Edited by R. E. G. Kirk, Printed for the Camden Society (1892).
15
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probably something that most medieval women dealt with their clothing as well, but how they
altered their clothing is not something that I have been able to find a record of. My solution was
to take up the pattern at the tops of the shoulders by about half an inch and under the bust on the
side seams by about half an inch as well. This required taking the sleeves off and resetting them,
but will hopefully help the dress to continue fitting while I continue trying to lose weight and get
healthier.
Cipriana
The cipriana most likely refers to the wide neckline over gown, often shown with wide
sleeves, but I have not been able to solidly identify the Italian for the other styles of over gown
seen in the imagery.16 Over gowns are seen with a variety of different sleeve and neckline styles,
but the cipriana, is mentioned in the writings of J. De Mussis as being “inhonest” because it
shows too much of the breast.17
“Tamen talia indumenta sunt honesta, quia cum dictis indumentis non ostendunt
mamillas. Sed habent alia indumenta inhonesta, quae vocantur Ciprianae, quae sunt
largissime versus pedes, et a medio supra sunt strictae cum manicis longis et largis sicut
alia predicta indumenta, et similis valoris, et super quibus ponunt similia jocalia et
similis valoris. Et sunt impomellatae de antea a gula usque in terram pomellis argenti
deaurati vel perlis. Quae Ciprianae habent gulam tam magnam quod ostendunt
mammillas, et videtur, quod dictae mammillae velint exire de sinu earum. Qui habitus
esset pulcher, si non ostenderent mammillas, et gulae essent sic decenter strictae, quod
ad minus mammillae ab aliquibus non possent videri.”18
“However, these garments are honest, because with these garments [women] don't show
off their breast. But they also have inhonest garments, that are called Cipriane, that are
wide towards the feet and tight fitting in the upper part, with long and wide sleeves like
the aforementioned garments, of similar value, with similar jewels and precious
decorations. And they are buttoned in the front from the neckline to the hem. And these
Cipriane have such a big neckline that they show off the breast and it looks like the breast
wants to come out from the dress. And this dress would be beautiful, if it didn't show off
the breast, and if the neckline was moderate enough so that the breast wouldn't be visible
to other people.”19

16

Guarnacca is the word provided by Anna Attiliani for a common style over gown, but she does not provide any
additional information. http://tacuinummedievale.blogspot.mx/2016/08/qualche-chiarimento-sulla-cipriana-few.html
17
J. De Mussis, Chronicon Placentinorum in L.A. Muratori, Antiquitates Italicae, t. II, Diss. XXIII, col. 319 B. circ,
1388.
18
J. De Mussis. c. 1388.
19
Translation provided by Anna Attiliani, http://tacuinummedievale.blogspot.mx/2016/08/qualche-chiarimentosulla-cipriana-few.html
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Examples of modest (honest) necklines.

Add MS 15277 Padua Picture Book c1400
f66r

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673,
fol. 18, Récolte des citrons

An example of J. De Mussis’ complaint

Tacuinum Sanitatis. Osterreichische
Nationalbibliothek, COD.ser.nov.2644. Scan
15

My cipriana is made from a very thin fine weave tabby wool for the main part and the
sleeves are lined with silk. The wool fabric is one of the best matches to medieval worsted wool I
have been able to find and drapes so similarly too many of the images that I completely fell in
love with it when I found it.20 As an extra bonus the pink matches the images from the Tacuinum
Sanitatis. The sleeve lining is an 8mm silk habotai that was purchased to match the color of hand
dyed silk using weld and indigo, both dyes can be dated to medieval Italy.21 A mid-weight plain
weave silk was chose as the lining for the sleeves because that is the type of silk that is most
commonly seen in household accounts purchased for garment linings.22 The body of the gown is
sewn using a running stitch and a double length of silk sewing thread on the join seam and flat
felled using a blind hemming stitch.23 The side lacing is faced with 8mm silk habotai for
stabilization and the eyelets are sewn with the silk sewing thread. I chose side lacing for this
gown instead of front buttons or lacings because of a couple of images from the late 14th century
showing side lacing. At this time I have chosen to not do any additional embellishment while I
better identify the options that would have been available.
The pattern for this gown was started from a modified version of my undergown pattern
and then fit over the undergown with the help of a friend. Many goofy faces were made during
the fittings!
20

Wool, Cloth, and Gold: The Struggle for Bullion in Anglo-Burgundian Trade. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1972.
21
"History of Indigo & Indigo Dyeing." Chemistry of Indigo | Wild Colours Natural Dyes. Accessed January 1,
2018. http://www.wildcolours.co.uk/html/indigo_history.html.
22
Register of Edward, The Black Prince Preserved in the Public Record Office.
Accounts of The Chamberlains and other Officers of The County of Chester, 1301 – 1360.
Accounts of the Obedientiars of Abingdon Abbey.
Tognetti, Sergio. 2005. p. 55-69.
23
Crowfoot. p. 151-152 & 156-157.
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I chose squared dagging for the edges of my sleeves as that is what the images most look
like (and tripled the sewing distance around the hem of my sleeves). The dagging was sewn
inside out and then trimmed, turned, and pressed. While many of the extant pieces of dagged
garments are not lined or stitched around the outside edge this is most likely due to the fabric
being a woolen or other fulled fabric that will not unravel during wear. Since I was using a
worsted fabric and lining the sleeves it made the most sense to sew it inside out and then turn it.
The sleeve pattern is a half circle with almost all of the grain drop from the back quarter
point. I have found that this sleeve shape better matches the manuscript images than a slash and
spread half circle pattern. The armscye is finished with binding because the shape of the sleeve
armscye does not allow for a flat felled finish.
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Turned before pressing

Turned and pressed

Outside prick stitch before pressing

Completing the outfit
I prefer to keep my jewelry fairly simple, especially since there are not a lot of images of
jewelry except for simple bead necklaces of either coral or pearls and the occasional belt. There
are two rather famous belts dated to late 14th century Italy, one at the Cleveland Museum of Art
and the other at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, but they are both very expensive examples of
belts available.24 Both belts are silk snartemo weaving with gilded and enameled plaques,
buckles, and strap ends. The belt that I wear for everyday use is plain silk tablet woven belt with
a simple silver buckle and strap end, and pewter eyelets, better matching my persona’s social
class than a snartemo belt with gilded fittings would. Wearing a belt with this particular style of
over gown is not typically seen in the imagery, but having a belt when wearing my more middle
class clothing can be very useful.

Belt for a Lady's Dress. c. 1375-1400. Italy, Siena?. 14th
century. Cleveland Museum of Art. 1930.742

Belt with Profiles of Half-Length Figures. ca. 1350–1400.
Italian. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 17.190.963

There are some brooches that can be found in museums dating to the 14th century and so
I will occasionally wear reproduction brooches. Both of my paternosters are based on 14th
century images, the glass one was a wedding gift from a friend and is based on beads from
Venice dating to the 14th century and the small one is painted reproduction pewter pieces
24

Belt for a Lady's Dress. c. 1375-1400. Italy, Siena?. 14th century. Cleveland Museum of Art. 1930.742
Belt with Profiles of Half-Length Figures. ca. 1350–1400. Italian. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 17.190.963
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purchased from Billy and Charlie’s at Pennsic and then painted by me. I paint many of my
pewter pieces since many of the extant pewter pieces have been found with paint chips on them.
While rings are not normally shown in medieval images, as they are quite small, there are
many items that can be found in museums or the website for the United Kingdom Portable
Antiquities Scheme.25 The original design for this item is based on an item found in England and
is made from 22 gauge sterling silver sheet engraved, shaped, soldered, and polished.26

Unique ID: DEV-B42CE3
2007 T117: Medieval gilded silver
finger-ring from Pinhoe, Devon
Broad period: MEDIEVAL
Date from: AD 1300
Date to: AD 1500
https://finds.org.uk/database/artefa
cts/record/id/209133

Unique ID: HAMP-245736
Treasure case tracking number:
2008 T228
Broad period: MEDIEVAL
Date from: Circa AD 1400
Date to: Circa AD 1500
https://finds.org.uk/database/artef
acts/record/id/393427

The most commonly seen hairstyle for women in the mid to late 14th century is taped
hair or ribbon wrapped hair. This is done by wrapping the length of hair with a piece of ribbon
and then wrapping the wrapped hair over the top of the head and using the end of the ribbon to
secure the hair. Other hairstyles include braids wrapped over the head and hair wrapped in
pearls. The most common hairstyle that I wear is wrapping the length of my hair with a silk
ribbon. The method for this is something that I have developed over time through trial and error.
While there is evidence for narrow band weaving in images in the 14th century I have not seen
ribbons in the modern sense on inventory lists from Italy. But my experimentations have
suggested that a narrow band of some type wrapped the length of the hair and then used to wrap
the hair around the head can be extremely secure.

25
26

The United Kingdom Portable Antiquities Scheme. Accessed January 1, 2018. https://finds.org.uk/
Please see my documentation “A 14th century Engraved Silver Ring”, for more information.
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Palazzo Trinci, Foligno PG Gentile
da Fabriano e collaboratori, c. 14111412, c La Loggia con le Storie di
Romolo e Remo episodio Rea Silvia
condannata a morte dett

Palazzo Trinci, Foligno PG Gentile
da Fabriano e collaboratori, c. 14111412, Sala delle Arti liberali e dei
Pianeti o Camera delle Rose
raffigurazione della Grammatica

Nouvelle acquisition latine 1673,
fol. 16v, Récolte des dattes
mûrissantes

Veils are less common in Italian images than in English and French images. The Italian
images are more likely to show working class women and women in religious settings wearing
veils, seem images below, whereas the English and French images are more likely to show
women from all walks of life wearing veils in daily settings. Even in outdoor images upper class
women are typically not shown wearing a veil. In discussions with other costumers I have come
to the conclusion that it may be a status indicator to not wear a veil as a part of everyday
clothing. Since imagery does appear to indicate veils being worn by working class women
outdoors, if one does not need to wear a veil when outdoors it is could be because they do not
spend a lot of time outside in the sun, and they are indicating that they have enough money to not
work. I typically do not wear a veil when I am wearing my nicer clothing because of the lack of
evidence showing upper class women in veils, the exception is that I will occasionally wear a
veil to court.

Sant Antonio Padua Chapel of the
Blessed Luca Belludi, Giusto de
Menabuoi, c. 1382

Palazzo Trinci, Foligno PG Gentile
da Fabriano e collaboratori, c. 14111412, c La Loggia con le Storie di
Romolo e Remo episodio, Le
vestali nel tempio dett

BLR - 6 E IX, Regia Carmina, f
13r, ca 1335-1340 Italy (Tuscany)
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Appendix
How to sew a flat-felled seam

Sew your two pieces together with a ½” seam
allowance.

Trim one side of the seam allowance to ¼”
wide and fold the longer seam allowance over
the narrower seam allowance. Use a hemming
stitch to secure the edge of the fold.

Flat felled seam from the inside of the
garment.

Flat felled seam from the outside of the
garment.

How to sew a butterflied seam

Sew your two pieces together with a ½” seam
allowance.

Fold each half of the seam outward and secure
with a hemming stitch.
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